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NASA inventions could be the solution
to your technical challenges

From materials that improve industrial and household products to coatings and
insulations that protect satellites, machinery, and firefighters, NASA technologies
offer smart solutions for modern challenges.
With peerless technical capabilities, NASA has a long
history of finding new, inventive uses for its space
and aeronautics technologies. Now all of these
innovations are available on its Technology
Portal, a one-stop shop for finding
NASA-derived technologies.

Explore the online
Technology Portal
to take advantage of
dynamic science solutions
technology.nasa.gov/materials_and_coatings
www.nasa.gov
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Materials & Coatings

See for yourself how NASA technology can solve real-world problems
Smart Materials
Advanced polymers, metals, and powders combine functionality with design to:
ll Detect and prevent corrosion and other hazards
ll Extend the life of components and structures
ll Reduce inspection, maintenance, and repair costs
With benefits for aerospace, medical, textile, construction, and
electronics industries, smart materials improve efficiency and
save resources by responding to corrosion, pH changes, water
content, temperature, mechanical forces, and much more.

ll Energy storage and distribution
ll Coatings and adhesives
ll Sensors and electronics
ll Optics

ll Polymer composites and prepregs
ll Miniature devices

From aerogels and organic polymers to phenolicimpregnated carbon ablators and powder-filled insulating
layers, NASA’s breakthrough materials have the potential
to significantly impact residential, commercial, and
industrial energy use. Numerous applications include:

Characterized by ultra-high-strength fibers, these
state-of-the-art composites include numerous
polymer, nanoparticle, and polymer-fiber blends that:
Enhance strength
Resist damage
Toughen materials
Increase material lifetime

ll Insulation for steam pipes, oil and gas pipelines,
and factory pipes
ll Heat shields in automobiles
ll Insulation in temporary inflatable shelters and
protective clothing
ll Refrigeration for food and medical supplies in
remote environments

Developed to increase fuel economy and reduce
manufacturing costs in aerospace applications,
NASA’s advanced composites are ideal for industrial,
automotive, marine, and energy uses.

The flexible, lightweight, and thermal properties will
conserve energy, reduce repair costs, and save lives.

High-Temperature Materials
NASA is developing durable high-temperature materials for the most
challenging aerospace applications. These polyimides, metal alloys, and
carbon-polymer composites resist damage, increase product lifetime, and
save energy. They can benefit numerous industries as:
ll Coatings
ll Adhesives
ll Foams

Nanotechnology is enabling the development of lightweight, multifunctional structures
that will revolutionize the design of future products and systems. With unique optical,
electronic, or mechanical properties, nanomaterials function as inks, catalysts,
electrical conductors, and additives to improve functionality. For commercial
industries, the nearly endless possibilities include advances in areas such as:

Insulation Materials

Advanced Composites
ll
ll
ll
ll

Nanomaterials

ll Thin films
ll Composites
ll Resins

Tribological Materials
These advanced alloys and composites represent a major advancement
for the field of bearings and related mechanisms. Designed to function in
extreme conditions, NASA-developed tribological materials are:
ll Hard and shockproof
ll Easily integrated into assemblies
ll Immune to corrosion and rust
ll Lightweight and wear-resistant
ll Able to withstand tremendous loads and stresses

NASA has successfully transferred thousands of technologies for commercial use.
Here are a few examples related to materials

and coatings.

Popular Memory Foam Provides Cushioning & Comfort
Originally developed to increase comfort and safety in NASA
aerospace vehicle seats, temper foam now appears as cushioning in
protective sports gear, footwear, prosthetics, and body-conforming
mattresses and pillows.

Polymer Fabric Protects Firefighters, Military, & Civilians
NASA helped develop a line of polymer textiles for use in space suits and
vehicles. The heat- and flame-resistant fiber is now used in numerous
firefighting, military, motor sports, and other applications.

Lubricants Protect Machines & the Environment
Environmentally safe lubricants developed for the crawler vehicle
that carried the space shuttle to the launch pad are now being used
in cars, on fishing tackle, and for simple jobs around the house.

Additive Transforms Paint into Insulation
NASA engineers partnered with private industry to create a
low-cost, non-toxic powder made of gas-filled ceramic
microspheres that is mixed into ordinary paint,
allowing the paint to act like a layer of insulation.

Amorphous Alloys Surpass Steel & Titanium
NASA collaborated in research that developed liquid-metal alloys
with the elasticity of plastics and twice the strength of titanium. The
material appears in numerous products, including golf clubs, tennis
racquets, and baseball bats.
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